
GOSPEL RESPONSE TO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video: https://vimeo.com/243710649Be the Love.  See the Change.LOVE IN ACTION (a reading from Romans 12) … Love must be sincere.  Hate what is evil; cling to what is good.  Be devoted to one another in love.  Honor one another above yourselves.  Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord.  Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.  Share with the Lord’s people who are in need.  Practice hospitality.  Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.Good morning!  That scripture is everything to me.  And I hope you saw how End Slavery TN exemplifies those words in action.Our nonprofit operates with Christian principles guiding the way … it’s why our tagline - Be The Love, See The Change - reflects the life of Christ. And, it is the gospel response to human trafficking.I am delighted to be here are to share my heart with you today.And, I have an deep and enduring relationship to your wonderfully dynamic denomination.Earlier this year, I spoke with a United Methodist congregation in Batesville, AR.  And, I warned them that I what I was about to share with them might be shocking … 



Me and Uncle Paul 
circa 1970 
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Indeed it was.  This is what their congregation’s pastor (my Uncle Paul) looked like about 50 years ago.  And it’s also what I looked like about 50 years ago.  So, if any of you are from Arkansas or know Paul Seay, tell him “hey!”I do love United Methodists.  As mentioned in the bio, I served on staff at Trinity UMC in Huntsville, AL.  That was my first job after grad school.And, I still can’t seem to get enough.Most of the trainings that I do with faith-based communities here in middle TN are in the UMC congregations.Oh, my husband who is a Songwriter actually wrote a song for the Imagine No Malaria Celebration at the General Conference a couple years ago … maybe some of you hear it … It was called, “He Is Able.”  Actually, let’s watch a short video about that song … because the lyric is as relevant to fight against HT as it is to the fight for No Malaria.Video: http://www.umc.org/who-we-are/song-celebrates-united-methodists-malaria-fightRight?  Just as relevant to our topic today … so, let’s on with on with what you came for and talk about an epidemic that I believe the people of God are uniquely positioned to address … Human Trafficking.



SO WHAT IS  
TRAFFICKING? 

HUMAN 
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So, what is Human Trafficking?“The very phrase seems incomprehensible, and yet the sale of souls in our world today is a reality that is as widespread as it is horrifying.”Knowing WHAT human trafficking is, and understanding WHERE it’s happening are the first steps in eradicating this evil crime from our communities.Before we go any further, let’s make sure we are on the same page about what the issue is from a legal standpoint.



ACTION 
• INDUCES  
• RECRUITS  
• HARBORS  

• TRANSPORTS 
• PROVIDES  
• OBTAINS 

MEANS PURPOSE 
• FORCE  
• FRAUD  

• COERCION 

• COMMERCIAL 
SEX ACTS  

• LABOR OR 
SERVICES 

* FORCE, FRAUD and COERCION are not 
required in regards to minors  under the age 
of 18 induced into commercial sex acts  
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Presentation Notes
For a case to be determined human trafficking, at least one element under each of these columns must be present.   So a trafficker must take an action, by the means of 	force, 	fraud, 	or coercion, for the purpose of exploitation in commercial sex or labor or services.  Now in the case of a minor, there is an important distinction - force, fraud, or coercion need not be present when a child is involved; all that needs to be present is the action for the purpose of exploitation in commercial sex act or labor services. 



There Are Currently More Slaves In the 
World Than Any Other Time in History. 
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Human trafficking is, in reality, modern slavery.There Are More Slaves In the World Today Than Ever Before.How many?An estimated 27,000,000 … 1/2 of which are women and half of those are under the age of 18.It’s a global issue that knows no demographic or geographical boundary.Worldwide estimates indicate that this crime generates 99 million dollars a year – and some put it as high 150 billion dollars in illegal revenue annually. Victims are exploited in dozens of industries that are completely woven into our global economy -  from public corporations to strip clubs to private homes. They are forced to perform hard labor, sex acts, domestic housework, and other degrading work.  But they all have one thing in common—they are not free.The word “trafficking” is misleading. There isn’t necessarily movement across borders - that’s smuggling and it’s a different crime that can make people vulnerable to traffickers. Many people are surprised to learn that 85% of human trafficking victims in the US are American-born citizens.  And, that’s the population that the organization I volunteer with focusses on … trafficking in the US, in our local communities.  And, before this presentation, I hope show you that human trafficking is truly in every community in the US.Trafficking involves an extreme level of manipulation (often emotional blackmail) that traps people into situations that are difficult to escape.   It can take the form of forced labor or commercial sex. The majority of U.S. victims are trafficked for commercial sex.I want you to understand what is at the center of Trafficker’s motivation to engage in this evil behavior … boils down to one thing … money.  More accurately, it’s the love of money - valued over human dignity.The Apostle Paul wrote to Timothy regarding the love of money … it is the root of all evil.So today, I want us to consider the gospel as it relates to human trafficking … and the gospel message first requires us to acknowledge evil.And, as in the Scripture we heard today … Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.  In other the words, Be the Love. See the Change … our motto at ESTN.



L A B O R   T R A F F I C K I N G 
 

Presenter
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Even though it is not as widespread sex trafficking, Labor Trafficking is still a concern in the US.Victims are forced to work long hours for little or no pay. They are often housed together in one location, transported to and from work by their trafficker, and know very little about their surroundings. In situations like these, it is very difficult to escape and these victims certainly do not have freedom of movement.  They are monitored at all times.  Common examples of labor trafficking include:• Situations of domestic servitude, where a person is forced to work in a home without proper compensation, or without the freedom to leave.• Agricultural workers – often this looks like migrant workers that are recruited under false promises of pay.  These workers are also vulnerable to false information regarding their legal immigration status.• Restaurants and the food service industry can bring workers into a trafficking situation by forcing workers to live on premises. They may misrepresent the work, conditions, and wages offered, withhold or confiscate wages, or threaten workers if they choose to leave or report their situation to authorities.traveling sales crews move from city to city and between states going door-to-door, often selling fraudulent products like magazine subscriptions. Crew members are viewed as independent contractors, shielding companies from regulation and liability. Teens and young adults are targeted, and managers control all aspects of their lives on the road with these crews.About the latter - the door-to-door magazine sales, I have a personal story. I live in a fairly remote suburban house high on top of hill where it’s so steep the School Bus won’t drive up to pick up my kids and, in the 7 years we’ve lived there, we have NEVER even had one trick-or-treater ring our doorbell. But early one evening in the middle of a sweltering Nashville summer, a young man with an electric blue long-sleeved button-down shirt rang my doorbell.  He had a sales pitch and a story about meeting a quota.  I offered him a seat, tried to get to get to know him, fed a meal, and finally, asked him specific questions about how he was being treated.  He was vague and evasive, sort of grateful but cautious.  I told him I believed was trapped in a too-good-to-be-true scheme then discreetly gave him the number for the National Human Trafficking Hotline. Later, I wrote an article about this called “The Day a Slave Knocked on My Door”



Common examples of  
Sex Trafficking Include: 

• Escort Services 
• Outdoor solicitation 
• Pornography 
• Illicit massage 
• Bars, strip clubs, cantinas 
• Brothels 
• Personal sexual servitude 
• And remote interactive sexual acts 
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We will spend most of our time this morning discussing Sex trafficking.This can be a difficult and uncomfortable topic … but when I think of the gospel … the good news of Jesus … I think about how He chose to spend some of his limited time on Earth with the tax collectors and prostitutes and all manner of culturally undesirable sinners … not to engage or condone the sin but to offer redemption.  BeTheLove. SeeTheChange.Okay … so again,Sex trafficking occurs when an assailant uses force, fraud or coercion to make an individual engage in commercial sex acts. Common examples of sex trafficking include:escort services, pornography, illicit massage, and so on.	



What makes SEX TRAFFICKING a 
HIDDEN CRIME? 
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Sex trafficking is low risk/high reward business.  In fact, sexual exploitation is about six times more profitable than other forms of modern day slavery. It’s far less risky than selling guns or drugs because it’s much harder to detect and prosecute.Think about this:Drugs cost money to produce and can only be sold one time.  A trafficking victim can be sold multiple times a day, 6 or 7 days/week.  Among other reasons, it’s harder to detect is that victims are trained to say that they are willing participants.  Law enforcement officers don’t always know what to look for, therefore trafficking may go undetected in plain sight.  Imagine this scenario:Officer pulls over car, and having a reasonable suspicion to look for drugs finds a kilo of heroin. (Obviously, a crime has been committed.)  Imagine another scenario – perhaps a speeding car.  That same officer pulls over a car with three girls in the back.  Driver might easily come up with plausible reason for the girls to be in the car… Officer not likely to be trained– so does not ask…or doesn’t know what to ask??  Girls may have been brutalized – perhaps beaten, threatened-or family threatened—may be terrified of the police, they may not speak English…or, as is most often the case, they may believe they are in love with this man.  It’s a crime that is difficult to uncover.



TRAFFICKING  IN  TN  and 
 ITS IMPACT ON CHILDREN 

TENNESSEE BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
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In May 2011 the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation -TBI - released a report on sex trafficking of minors and youth in our state - a report created after  2-years of research in partnership with Vanderbilt University.  Mark Gwyn, the TBI Director, reported that the results were shocking.  In fact, results show that human trafficking is a larger problem in our state than gangs.  Results indicated that 85% of the counties throughout the state reported at least one case of minor sex trafficking and four counties reported more than 100 cases in that 2 yr. period . That means that  between1500-3000 minors  were sexually trafficked in the 24 month period   More recently, the TBI reported on a new study which indicates that trafficking of minors is just as prevalent in the rural parts of the state as they are in the suburban areas, due in part to poverty, unemployment, drug and alcohol use AND parents who sell their children.Though this is TN … these trends are throughout the country.  In a moment, I’ll tell you a little more about why and how this is so widespread in urban, suburban and rural areas.  But first …



The Facts 
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Let’s look at some other factual statistics about human trafficking and minors .  1/3 of runaways will be approached for sexual exploitation within 48 hrs. of leaving home; 90% will end up in commercial sex trade.Department of Justice estimates that nearly 450,000 children run away from home each year. In TN  there are more than 1,400 and those are  just the ones that are reported, so its easy to see how many victims there may be.�Average life of a commercial sex slave once trafficked is 7 yearsLess than 1% of minors who are trafficked are rescued 



Does this really happen 
in my community? 

“Traffickers like to work underground. They 
don’t necessarily want to work in big cities. 
They are drawn to small towns … because they 
feel like they won’t get caught.” 
 

- Department of Homeland Security 
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Truth is …Human trafficking has touched your life.  The more you learn about this complex dynamic, the more you will see how it’s hidden in plain sight …It’s not just happening overseas … in 3rd world countries.  It’s not only in America’s biggest cities.No zip code is immune.  Some some rural areas are reporting alarming rates of trafficking activity.[Quote]“Traffickers like to work underground. They don’t necessarily want to work in big cities. They are drawn to small towns … because they feel like they won’t get caught. So areas that have a lot of agricultural farming, areas that do have not a lot of law enforcement on patrol…those are areas that are breeding grounds. Traffickers know that and they want to do some of their work there.”Trafficking situations in rural areas of the U.S. aren’t often covered in the media, so most people are unfamiliar with what these cases might look like. 



Human Trafficking in less populated 
areas has unique characteristics: 

* FAR APART DOESN’T = SAFER 
 
* THERE ARE LESS JOBS, WHICH MAKES      
PEOPLE VULNERABLE. 
 
* TRUCK STOPS ARE COMMON. 
 
* VICTIMS ARE STIGMATIZED. 
 
* THERE ARE FEWER SERVICES. 
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While providing care to survivors of child trafficking from rural areas, we’ve found that human trafficking in less populated areas has unique characteristics.  Here are some patterns we have noticed:* FAR APART DOESN’T = SAFER.If a trafficked youth decides to runaway from their trafficker or from a risky situation, it may be miles until they reach safety or the closest residency. Even with a running start, it’s likely that the trafficker will be able to locate them or have a pretty good idea of where they’re headed.THERE ARE LESS JOBS, WHICH MAKES PEOPLE VULNERABLE.Due to a lack of economic opportunities, communities in rural America tend to face lower income levels than those of urban areas.  In some cases, children may be expected to make money to support the family, leading them to take on riskier jobs. Such vulnerability may also be used by traffickers to victimize children.TRUCK STOPS ARE COMMON.Rural areas are loaded with truck stops because of the long highways that stretch across these areas, which aren’t so common in cities. Truck stops, state-operated rest areas, and welcome centers are common sites where trafficking and exploitation are present. These locations are often isolated, making them convenient for transient customers to purchase sex with minimal concerns of detection. A truck stop can be an easy place for a trafficker to sell their victims night after night to a new group of customers.VICTIMS ARE STIGMATIZED. Usually in small towns, everyone knows (or knows of) each other and their personal business.It’s difficult to imagine what it would be like to come forward as a victim if you’re in a small community—perhaps the perpetrator isn’t just your trafficker, but your classmate’s uncle, and the men who purchased you for sex aren’t just abusers, but also your neighbors.These close ties among community members can lead to uncertainty of what will happen once a victim reports. It’s not that there aren’t these types of relationships within urban communities, but the sparse population of small towns can magnify victims’ sense and reality of being unsafe even if the case is reported or already underway. THERE ARE FEWER SERVICES.Small towns with small populations do not have the services victims need when it comes to reporting and recovery. Many victims may have to drive large distances to receive help, and not everyone can afford the time and money to do so.Along with the lack of services come the lack of resources and training for law enforcement. There are existing child welfare systems in these communities that are working to ensure the safety of children. However, in many states, child welfare systems do not see the issue of human trafficking as something that falls under their mandate.
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The Nashville area like many booming urban areas is a trafficking hub:Often trafficked individuals are moved on a circuit … for instance, from Atlanta, to Huntsville, to Memphis and then to Nashville; Atlanta is one of the major child sex trafficking hubs in the US and the market there is getting saturated. Two of our girls told us that their Atlanta trafficker said he was taking them to Nashville because he could make more money off them here. 
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Another reason cities like Nashville are trafficking hubs is that we are right at the intersection of three major interstates.Also, we have many magnets attracting traffickers like tourists, conventions, large entertainment and sporting events. And that’s great for the trafficker’s business because many people leave their morals at home when they come to visit.  They call us Nash-Vegas for a reason … 
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Who are the traffickers?These are the faces of human traffickers recently arrested in TN. Just like the victims of trafficking, they can come from any social status, ethnicity, or economic status. They can range from billionaire entrepreneurs, high-ranking military personnel, school teachers, children’s pastors, gang members. They can be an individual or part of a ring. They can be male or female. Anyone that wants to profit off of another human being can be a trafficker.We have also seen a disturbing trend where a family members (a parent, cousin or uncle) is selling a child for money to pay rent or support a drug habit. A Police Detective in my community who has been involved in several investigations and busts has reported that: “The incidents happen in places residents pass daily. When the suspects aren’t involved in forcing women to have sex for money, they appeared regular members of the community; shopping at the same grocery stores, eating at the same restaurants and living in the same neighborhoods.”



The Buyers - Perpetuate Demand  
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Also, regular members in our community are … Buyers.  99 percent are men and they are also known as “Johns” …My initial thoughts about Buyers is that they clearly deserve punishment … they certainly do … but what might the Gospel response to human trafficking #BetheLove#SeeTheChange look like?Because with the gospel there is unmerited grace for those who repent and turn from their evil ways … and in Nashville, there is a place called the John School run by the District Attorney’s Office for first time offenders who solicit prostitution.These men are the buyers that drive this thriving commerce in children! And you’d be amazed. There have been silver haired distinguished looking gentlemen, men who drive up in Mercedes, teachers, coaches … we see lots of wedding rings on their hands. Think of the numbers of men it takes to drive an “industry” this huge. There are people you go to church with, work with, live near … who buy children and youth for sex. Our culture increasingly makes thinking of children as sexual objects seem normal. Take a look at popular culture– clothing, music, television, magazines, websites --the local toy store– and you’ll find young people and children have been very sexualized. Traffickers, like business people everywhere, wants what sells. So if they see that kids are in demand – and command high prices –they’ll turn to recruiters to get them.  And so, at the John School we speak to men about how their demand feeds into HT.  And we talk about how young people get trapped into forced prostitution and how hard it is for them to leave.  And finally, we hope the information we share will help them make better choices in the future.One thing I want to emphasize is how pornography is a major driver of the industry.  Men want what they see portrayed and there is lot of pornography involving kids out there.  The Justice Department said in a report last year to Congress that the spread of child pornography, fueled by technology and the internet, is outpacing the efforts to combat it. The distribution of child pornography, the number of images being shared online and the violence against child victims all have increased.  According to Eric Holder, the past US attorney general, the only place we’ve seen a decrease is in the age of the victims. Watch this.Video: https://youtu.be/flh8gnC6J1sA congregation that allows openness and honesty about temptations and sins—modeled by leadership—is a great prevention tool. Too often, Christians don't speak out on things like pornography and sexual addictions, and these feed into human trafficking. If a congregation becomes a community where these problems are dealt with in a healthy way – and someone struggling with these issues can share their struggles honestly and find accountability and a safe place - we play an important part in preventing new traffickers and new consumers. 



Who Are the Victims? 
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Trafficking victims can be anyone…male or female, from all races and ethnicities.  The come from wealthy family or poor ones, from cities, suburbs, or rural areas. In other words, a victim of human trafficking can be anyone…but those most vulnerable are the ones from dysfunctional families, from poverty, the runaways and children in the foster care system. 95-98% of victims are young women and girlsThirteen is the average age of entry into human trafficking in the US.



Recruitment and Lures 
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If you have seen or read news reports about human trafficking, you will begin to notice that many the stories sound similar.  That’s because traffickers use the same recruitment tactics over and over. Recruitment happens in a number of ways.Traffickers aka Pimps are continually trolling the internet posing as a teen girl or boy interested in friendship. The relationship is developed without threat until the unsuspecting child agrees to meet them, to send compromising photos or shares their deepest secrets with them.  That’s when the predator can move in and begin to separate them from their safety nets.  This is called boyfriending or where what’s sometimes called a “lover-boy pimp” will present himself as a boyfriend and woo the girl with gifts, promises of fulfilled dreams, protection, adventure – whatever she perceives she is lacking. Traffickers also offer Promising Glamorous Jobs like modeling or acting … in Nashville, we have also seen promises to assist with music and sports careers as wellFor each type of recruitment, there are a variety of situations that make a person vulnerable.Age is the primary factor of vulnerability. Pre-teen or adolescent girls are more susceptible to the calculated advances, deception, and manipulation tactics used by trafficker – no youth is exempt from falling prey to these tactics.Traffickers target locations youth frequent such as social media sites, schools, malls, parks, bus stops, shelters and group homes. Runaway or homeless youth as well as those with a history of physical and sexual abuse may have an increased risk of being trafficked.



Recruitment & LuresTMENT 
and LURES 

1.Boyfriending         
2.Social Networking & Chat Lines        

3.Drugging 
4.Promising Glamorous Jobs           

5.Preying on Vulnerabilities 
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These are the 5 basic lures that are most commonly used with minors that we have identified at ESTN. [I want to tell you a personal story about Targeting on Social Networks or Chat Lines.]ESTN hosts a website geared for teens called Be The Jam where we have video depictions these 5 basic lures.  Further, in our Be the Jam awareness program, trained volunteer presenters go into youth groups, schools, clubs, etc. to provide age-appropriate teaching which is mostly about engaging youth in conversations and sometimes, young people respond with activism themselves.  Example: Rock the Chains at BUMCYear-long, Student-led program of fundraising and awareness that culminates in an annual Battle of the Bands event … where local teens audition and compete for prizes and where speakers from IJM and ESTN get a platform to talk about we together can fight HT.  Last year, this amazing youth group raised over $10,000!  Wowie!What do we use that amazing gift for?  What ESTN is known best for … #BeingTheLove so we can #See the Change in the survivors we serve.



o Housing – Crisis, Long-term 
and Specialized 

o Food – Crisis, Food Banks, 
Food Stamps 

o Clothing 
o Education – Tutoring, GED, 

Job Skills, Interviewing 
o Connection to Services – TN 

Care, SS, Legal, 
Compensation Applications 

o Job or Income  
o Transportation 

 
 
 

 
   

    
   
 

  
   

 
  

   
  

  
 

- ESL 

TANGIBLE NEEDS OF A SURVIVOR 
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Immediate needs must be addressed first… food, clothing, shelter, medical services, dental services.  Many of these victims have never had a SS card or any kind of ID.  Girls who enter forced prostitution at 12-14 have very little education or life skills.  They may never have held a job and have no job skills - no means of transportation to look for a job.  They may have been arrested – numerous times and have need for pro bono legal services.They might need help with childcare and parenting skills, or need to be moved to a new location for their own safety.  Perhaps we need to engage a translator to communicate with them – as we are with one of our current cases.  Whether we have services in-house or look to our many partners in the community End Slavery will provide whatever services are needed…for as long as they are needed.



o Safety & Protection 
o Nonjudgmental 

Environment 
o Respect 
o Acceptance 
o Healthy adult 

Relationships 
o Mentors/Positive Role 

Models 
o Supportive Peers 
o Holistic Care 
 

 
   

  
    

 
 

    
 

  
 

o Love 

INTANGIBLE NEEDS 
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But we also must address the intangible needs of each survivor.  Every person who works with them -  case manager, intervention specialist, mentor, tutor – must do so in an accepting, loving, non-judgmental way…providing support, helping them develop healthy relationships and providing option so they begin planning their new life.  Mentors become role models who teach them social skills and how to be a kid again.  Counselors offer them lots of options and learning opportunities , but most of all we surround them with love.  We offer holistic care for as long as they need it – months or years, we will be there for them.



What is a gospel 
response? 
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The organization I volunteer with is a faith based organization, but not affiliated with any particular religion.  Religion is a daily part of restoration of survivors.   BUT……Survivors have been through horrible experiencesThey have been mistreated and abuse by parents and guardians…people who should have loved and protected, maybe even church-going parents!They’ve been raped, beaten, isolated, abused, And they are ANGRY… have no reason to believe in a God who loves and protects themWe demonstrate God through LOVE, ACCEPTANCE, RESPECT, HONOR, TRUST, & BELIEF IN THEMWe are always ready to discuss God and religion WHEN they ask! WHEN they are READY.  Romans 12 says Love must be sincere … be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.Our aim is to #BeTheLove and relying on the powerful, faithful grace of God, we do indeed #See the Change



Pray 
Volunteer 
Partner 
 
Educate 
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So….as members of a faith community what can you do?  Actually – lots of things.  Pray! Prayer is a powerful tool. Part of our core values state, “We rely on God to do the heavy lifting.”  We cannot end Human Trafficking without God.  We have prayer groups in many churches that pray for the healing of survivors.  You too could join this practice.Become a partner.  ESTN partners with other organizations in very strategic ways to meet specific needs.  Our partners are involved in helping the survivors we serve in very tangible ways, for example - a gift card drive to help with clothing and food needs or  sponsor a survivor’s birthday or adopt a girl for Christmas.Find out how HT is being addressed in your city and state. Come alongside those who are doing good work or create a program that fills a gap in services within your community.  A great resource is … https://engagetogether.com which has toolkits to help strategic planning teams in your church build sustainable ways to address this complex issue. 
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There is a national Conference coming up too … You can find out more at sharedhope.orgWhile you are at SharedHope’s website



sharedhope.org 
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 You can see where your state is ranked in the Protected Innocence Challenge.You can access materials to identify the important issues for your state, review your state’s Analysis and Recommendation report which includes recommendations for addressing legislative gaps under the Protected Innocence Challenge Legislative Framework. Tennessee is currently ranked #1.But, it’s truly our goal to bring every state up to the share the status of #1 … then we can bring other countries on board too, right?

http://sharedhope.org


Stay connected with us @ 
 

endslaverytn.org 
bethejam.org 

Facebook: End Slavery Tennessee 
Twitter: @EndSlaveryTN 

 
 

Tennessee Human Trafficking  Hotline  
1-855-558-6484 
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Especially if you live in TN, we invite you “like” us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter to keep up with regular reports of our survivors’ recovery.  Program the Tennessee HT Hotline on your cell phone.  Invite others to do the same. 



Resources & References: 
*Shared Hope International 
*Polaris Project 
*National Human Trafficking Resource Center 
*Department of Homeland Security - Blue 

Campaign 
*Alliance for Freedom, Justice, and Restoration 
*Pure Hope 
*National Center of Sexual Exploitation 
*Thorn  
*Fight The New Drug 
*Covenant Eyes 
*Protect Young Minds 
*Truckers Against Trafficking 
 
If you suspect a trafficking situation,  
call the National Human Trafficking 

Hotline:  
1-888-373-7888 
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Finally, be encouraged! There is so much work being done in our country to help this cause.And there are many resources available to help you.This slide shows a list of some of my favorites … especially Shared Hope, Polaris Project, and NHTRC … all of which provide reliable data and the latest resources.So, I hope you’ll discover the unique mission your congregation has in the effort to fight HT and support survivors in your own community.I pray each congregation represented here will BeTheLove and SeeTheChange.Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to speak with you today.
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